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Detailed Description of the Collection

Slides
B1
Wally/People
.1 – 50s, Wally [Wellenstein self-portrait, seated at desk smoking pipe]
.2 – 50s, Wally [Wellenstein self-portrait, smoking pipe]
.3 – 50s, Wally [Wellenstein self-portrait, posed outdoors wearing cold weather gear and smoking pipe]
.4 – 50s, Wally [Wellenstein self-portrait, posed outdoors wearing cold weather gear and smoking pipe]
.5 – 50s, Wally gold panning [Wellenstein crouching next to stream with gold pan, knife in holster on belt]
.6 – 50s, Wally panning for gold [Wellenstein crouching next to stream with gold pan, smoking pipe, ice on rocks at waterline]
.7 – Jo’s birthday, Pan American dorm, ’51 Nov. 20 [group of men and women watching Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad blow out candles on a birthday cake, coffee cups and urn on table at right]
.8 – 50s [Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad and unidentified person posed next to log cabin]
.9 – [portrait of unidentified woman sitting on shore of lake or river]
.10 – 50s, Wally’s Xmas tree [decorated Christmas tree inside living room]
.11 – 50s, Wally’s office [interior of office, with desk, film winding reel, bookshelves, mountain goat head and hide mounted on wall along with photographs and Alaska Native art]
Skiing
.12 – Arctic Valley, 50s [distant view of Arctic Valley Ski Bowl facilities and runs]
.13 – Arctic Valley, Wally, 1950 [Wellenstein posed on skis]
.14 – Arctic Valley, 50s [three women posed outdoors]
.15 – Rendezvous Peak, Arctic Valley, 50s [man wearing eyeglasses standing next to ski poles at left, man with camera sitting on boulder at right]
.16 – Rendezvous Peak, Arctic Valley, 50s [man wearing eyeglasses putting on sweater at left, man climbing boulder at right]
.17 – Arctic Valley, Ship Creek, 50s [scenic of valley, two men sitting on ridge in foreground]
.18 – Ship Creek Valley, Arctic Valley, 50s [three men and woman on skis posed on ridge, man in front pointing with ski pole]
.19 – ASC @ military lodge, Arctic Valley, 50s [men and women of Anchorage Ski Club posed in front of building, skis and poles in snow]
.20 – ASC @ military lodge, Arctic Valley [men and women of Anchorage Ski Club posed in front of building, skis and poles in snow]
.21 – Arctic Valley, 50s [man skiing down steep slope]
.22 – Bob Thompson & ladies, ’51 [man posed with two women at Arctic Valley, skiers in background]
.23 – Arctic Valley, 50s [line of women balancing on narrow boardwalk next to outhouse]
.24 – Arctic Valley, start of 5 Mile Trail, 50s [group of skiers putting on skis, short wood boardwalk at left]
.25 – Arctic Valley, 50s [two men sliding down steep slope, each holding one ski pole]
.26 – Arctic Valley, 50s [man sliding down steep slope]
.27 – Arctic Valley, 50s [two men sitting on rocky slope, one eating Hershey’s chocolate bar, one holding camera]
.28 – Arctic Valley lift line [men and women on skis waiting in line, Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad second from left]
.29 – Arctic Valley, Joan & friends, ’52 [Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad posed on skis with four men]
.30 – Arctic Valley, Joan & Wally Wellenstein, ’52 [Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad and Wally Wellenstein posed on skis]
.31 – Arctic Valley, 50s [unidentified woman holding skis]
.32 – Arctic Valley, 50s [two unidentified women posed on skis]
.33 – Arctic Valley, 50s [two unidentified women posed on slope]
.34 – ?, ?, Dan Hartley, Wally, Arctic Valley, 50s [four men posed together, skiers in background]
.35 – Thompson rope tow, Arctic Valley, 50s [view up slope from bottom of lift]
.36 – Arctic Valley, 50s [view from top of slope to skiers at bottom]
.37 – Arctic Valley, 50s [view up slope, rope tow at right]
.38 – Arctic Valley, 50s [view from top of slope of skiers, buildings, and road at base]
.39 – Arctic Valley, 50s [two skiers standing near top of rope tow, skiers, buildings, and road below, Cook Inlet in distance]
.40 – Arctic Valley, 50s [view from top of slope of skiers, buildings, and road at base]
.41 – Arctic Valley, 50s [view up slope to skiers slaloming down]
.42 – Arctic Valley, 50s [skiers on slope]
.43 – Arctic Valley, 50s [woman wearing White Stag race bib standing at bottom of slalom run]
.44 – ASC lodge construction, Arctic Valley, ’52 [men and women at building construction site]
.45 – ASC lodge construction, Arctic Valley, ’52 [group of men at building construction site, some waving at camera]
.46 – ASC lodge construction, Arctic Valley, ’52 [men working on building, two walls raised]
.47 – ASC lodge construction, Arctic Valley, ’52 [men working on building, three walls raised]
.48 – ASC lodge construction, Arctic Valley, ’52 [men working on building, three walls raised, piles of lumber on ground]
.49 – ASC lodge construction, Arctic Valley, ’52 [men working on building, four walls raised]
.50 – ASC lodge construction, Arctic Valley, ’52 [two men looking at building plans, possibly Wellenstein at right]
.51 – ASC lodge construction, Arctic Valley, ’52 [men working on building, two men standing next to small porch at left, two men working on scaffolding at right]
.52 – ASC lodge construction, Arctic Valley, ’52 [scaffolding around building under construction]
.53 – ASC lodge construction, Arctic Valley, ’52 [scaffolding around building under construction, man walking with lumber at right]
.54 – ASC lodge construction, Arctic Valley, ’52 [building under construction, four walls raised]
.55 – ASC lodge construction, Arctic Valley, ’52 [exterior of completed building]
.56 – ASC, 50s [skiers on hill overlooking valley]
.57 – ASC, 50s [skiers on hill overlooking valley]
.58 – ASC, 50s [view from top of slope to skiers at bottom, man on skis in foreground, many automobiles parked in area at bottom left]
.59 – ASC, 50s [many skiers in front of lodge, sign at left for Ski School, automobiles parked behind lodge]
.60 – ASC, 50s [view up road to lodge building, automobiles parked in front]
.61 – ASC, 50s [woman looking out over frozen lake from ridge]
.62 – ASC, 50s, Wally & ?, ’51 Pontiac, Johnson (Turnagain) Pass [woman sitting on hood of automobile stopped on Seward Highway in Turnagain Pass]
.63 – ASC, 50s, Wally & ? [Wellenstein and woman leaning against automobile hoods in parking area along Seward Highway]
.64 – ASC, 50s [man and woman carrying cameras walking along road covered in spring snow in Chugach Mountains]
.65 – ASC, 50s, ’51 Pontiac, ’52 Buick Super, ’52 Kaiser Henry J. [three automobiles stopped on road in winter]
.66 – ASC, 50s, Bird House Bar [Wellenstein and woman holding liquor glass posed inside bar]
.67 – ASC, 50s, Bird House Bar [two men and three women posed inside bar, one woman holding telephone ear piece]
.68 – Hatcher Pass outing, ASC, 50s [view down road to people getting out of two trucks]
.69 – Hatcher Pass outing, ASC, 50s [sign for Little Susitna Lodge]
.70 – Hatcher Pass outing, ASC, 50s [view across parking lot to Little Susitna Lodge, truck parked near pile of lumber at left]
.71 – Wally, Hatcher Pass outing, ASC, 50s [Wellenstein holding skis and smoking pipe, posed looking out over Matanuska Valley]
.72 – Hatcher Pass outing, ASC, 50s [man on skis with back to camera looking out over pass]
.73 – Hatcher Pass outing, ASC, 50s [Wellenstein smoking pipe and standing next to skis set in snow, looking out over mountain scene]
.74 – Hatcher Pass outing, ASC, 50s [distant view of skiers on mountainside]
.75 – Grandview, ASC, 50s [scenic]
.76 – Grandview, ASC, 50s [distant view of skier]
.77 – Grandview, ASC, 50s [man skiing up slope]
.78 – Grandview, ASC, 50s [bird’s eye view of people outside Alaska Railroad station at Grandview, man and woman skiing up through brushy slope in foreground]
.79 – Grandview ski train, ASC, 50s [woman posed next to Alaska Railroad passenger train at Grandview station, other people in background]
.80 – Grandview, ASC, 50s, Wally on right [Wellenstein posed with man and woman on skis, woman fallen over into snow]
.81 – Grandview, ASC, 50s [skiers sitting in snow between short spruce trees]
.82 – Grandview, ASC, 50s [skiers resting in snow, one man lying on spruce tree boughs and skis, woman holding beverage can]
.83 – Grandview, ASC, 50s [distant view of skiers debarking from Alaska Railroad passenger train at Grandview station, man and woman in foreground]
.84 – Grandview, ASC, 50s [skiers next to Alaska Railroad passenger train]
.85 – Grandview, ASC, 50s [skiers next to Alaska Railroad passenger train]
.86 – Grandview, ASC, 50s [two skiers headed up slope]
.87 – “The Loop,” Grandview, ASC, 50s [bird’s eye view of the Alaska Railroad Loop District in winter]
.88 – ARR Loop, 50s [distant view of wooden trestle bridges in Alaska Railroad Loop District in winter]
.89 – Grandview, ASC, 50s [skiers debarking from Alaska Railroad passenger train at Grandview station]
.90 – Sun Valley, ASC, 50s [scenic]
.91 – Sun Valley, ASC, 50s [scenic view down road in winter, Idaho]
.92 – Sun Valley, ASC, 50s [group of men and women posed at Arctic Valley, with Cook Inlet in background]
.93 – Sun Valley, ASC, 50s [group of men and women posed at Arctic Valley]
.94 – Sun Valley, ASC, 50s [distant view of building, possibly lodge, Idaho]
.95 – Sun Valley, ASC, 50s [woman posed next to small wall sculpture, Idaho]
.96 – Sun Valley, ASC, 50s [two women posed next to small wall sculpture, Idaho]
.97 – Sun Valley, ASC, 50s [Wellenstein and woman posed next to small wall sculpture, Idaho]
.98 – [distant view of four men outside building identified by Richard Shellhorn as duck hunting cabin “The Boxcar”, Don Van Brocklin wearing yellow shirt, Harold Nordman in center, boat at left, Scot Glacier and Sherman Glacier in background, Cordova area]
.99 – 1954 [identified by Richard Shellhorn as view from boat The Shoe across Eyak Lake, Cordova in center background, small airplane runway with hangar building at right]
.100 – [identified by Richard Shellhorn as view from boat approaching the end of Eyak Lake and top of Eyak River, Queen’s Chair mountain in right background]
.101 – [identified by Richard Shellhorn as Don Van Brocklin at helm of boat The Shoe with unknown man, presumably on Eyak Lake]
.102 – [identified by Richard Shellhorn as Don Van Brocklin at helm of boat The Shoe with unknown man, presumably on Eyak Lake]
.103 – Piper PA 20 N7080K on Ch’a’loon duck flats, Cliff on right, 50s [four men standing next to airplane, two holding ducks, two holding cans of beer, Cliff Fuglestad at right, Chickaloon River duck hunting]
.104 – Wally, Beluga duck flats, 50s [Wellenstein smoking pipe and holding rifle posed next to several ducks on pole, Beluga River in background]
.105 – Beluga duck flats, 50s [canvas tent on flats, man standing at left wearing hip waders and smoking cigarette, Mount Susitna in background]
.106 – Beluga duck flats, 50s [three men posed in front of canvas tent, one man smoking cigarette, one man carrying camera, duck carcass and rifle on driftwood at left]
.107 – Wally, Beluga duck flats, 50s [Wellenstein smoking pipe, posed with rifle and duck carcasses on driftwood in front of canvas tent]
.108 – Beluga duck flats, 50s [man smoking cigarette and carrying camera posed with rifle and duck carcasses on driftwood in front of canvas tent]
.109 – Beluga duck flats, 50s [three men posed in front of canvas tent, one man smoking cigarette and holding rifle, one man carrying camera, duck carcass on driftwood at left]
.110 – Beluga duck flats, 50s [three men working next to canvas tent on flats, airplane parked at right]
.111 – Beluga duck flats, 50s [two men working next to canvas tent on flats, airplane parked at right]
.112 – [Beluga?], 50s [view past duck hunting shack on flats to possibly Monocoupe floatplane taxiing on water, duck carcasses on driftwood in foreground, probably Beluga River]
.113 – Cold Bay, 50s [nine men posed next to shack, most holding rifles, possibly Wellenstein third from right, many bird carcasses hanging from wall, large building in background]
.114 – Cold Bay, 50s [many bird carcasses hanging from wall of shack, possibly cormorants and ptarmigan, large building in background]
.115 – Cold Bay, 50s [eight men posed next to shack, most holding rifles, possibly Wellenstein second from left, many bird carcasses hanging from wall, large building in background]
.116 – Lake George goat hunt, 50s [mountain goat in gully]
.117 – Lake George goat hunt, 50s [mountain goat in gully]
.118 – Lake George goat hunt, 50s [mountain goat climbing ridge]
.119 – Lake George goat hunt, 50s [mountain goat climbing ridge]
.120 – Lake George goat hunt, 50s [mountain goat carcass on rocks]
.121 – Lake George goat hunt, 50s [Wellenstein posed with mountain goat carcass]
.122 – Lake George goat hunt, 50s [gully]
.123 – Lake George goat hunt, 50s [bird’s eye view of mountain goat on ridge]
.124 – Lake George goat hunt, 50s [bird’s eye view of mountain goat on ridge]
.125 – Lake George goat hunt, 50s [distant view of mountain goats on ridge]
.126 – Jimmie Killigvak skinning polar bear off Pt. Hope, 4-1-53 [man cutting polar bear carcass on ice. See also article on hunt listed under “Ephemera”]
.127 – Cliff, lt., Jimmie Killigvak, rt., skinning polar bear off Pt. Hope, 4-1-53 [Cliff Fuglestad holding rope while Killigvak cuts polar bear carcass with hatchet on ice]
.128 – Cliff, lt., Jimmie Killigvak, rt., off Pt. Hope, polar bear skin, Piper PA 20 N7080K, 4-1-53 [Cliff Fuglestad and Killigvak standing next to airplane on ice, polar bear skin on ground]
.129 – Wally & Cliff w/ polar bear pelt, April ‘53 [Wellenstein and Cliff Fuglestad posed in yard with polar bear skin on stretcher, Anchorage]
.130 – Stretching polar bear pelt, April ‘53 [polar bear skin on stretcher]
.131 – Wally & Cliff w/ polar bear pelt, April ‘53 [Wellenstein and Cliff Fuglestad posed in yard with polar bear skin on stretcher, Anchorage]
.132 – Wally & Cliff w/ polar bear pelt, April ‘53 [Wellenstein and Cliff Fuglestad posed in yard with polar bear skin on stretcher, Anchorage]
.133 – Wally, Goose Crk., ’49 [Wellenstein sitting in rose bush on riverbank holding fish, Goose Creek]
.134 – Roasting trout Indian style, Wally, Goose Crk., ‘49 [Wellenstein holding fish on stick over camp fire on riverbank, Goose Creek. Cf. .138]
.135 – Goose Creek, 6/10/49 [two men fishing in shallow water next to gravel bar in river]
.136 – Goose Creek, 6/10/49 [man fishing from gravel riverbank]
.137 – Goose Creek, 6/10/49 [scenic of river, possibly beaver dam in foreground]
.138 – [close-up of fish on stick cooking over camp fire. Cf. .134]
.139 – Rainbow trout, Goose Creek, 6/10/49 [roasted fish in pan]
.140 – Goose Crk., ’49 [fish on grass]
.141 – Mt. McKinley from Goose Creek, 6/10/49 [scenic of Denali]
.142 – Rainbow & grayling, journey’s end, Goose Creek, 6/10/49 [still life on grass, with fish, fishing rod, and flies]
.143 – 1949 [two men at camp site on riverbank or lakeshore, clothing drying over camp fire, boat tied at right]
.144 – 1949 [two tents in brush at camp site on riverbank]
.145 – 1949 [airplane coming in for landing over creek, house in background]
.146 – Newhalen Riv. reds, 50s [still life with fish and fishing rod]
.147 – Newhalen Riv., 50s [scenic of Newhalen River]
.148 – Newhalen R., 50s [scenic of Newhalen River]
.149 – Newhalen Riv., 50s [scenic of Newhalen River]
.150 – Newhalen R., 50s [scenic of Newhalen River]
.151 – Newhalen R., 50s [scenic of Newhalen River]
.152 – Newhalen R., 50s [six people fishing from rocky outcropping in Newhalen River]
.153 – Newhalen R., 50s [salmon in water, Newhalen River]
.154 – Flying w/ Erv Long, 50s [two men drying clothes over camp fire, airplane in background, possibly Erwin Long at right]
.155 – 50s [man fishing in shallow creek through dense brush]
.156 – 50s [scenic of river, homestead or lodge at base of treed hill at left]
.157 – Fishing lodge, 50s [distant view of building complex on lakeshore as seen from automobile on road above]
.158 – 50s [man wearing hip waders and smoking cigarette holding stringer of fish, inflatable raft in front of small tent in trees at right]
.159 – Wally, 50s [Wellenstein wearing hip waders and smoking pipe holding stringer of fish, in front of inflatable raft and small tent in trees]
.160 – Wally w/ Deep Creek steelhead, 50s [Wellenstein wearing hip waders and smoking pipe, holding fishing rod and large fish, another man fishing in background]
.161 – Wally w/ Deep Creek steelhead, 50s [Wellenstein wearing hip waders and smoking pipe, holding fishing rod and large fish, another man fishing in background]
.162 – 50s [woman fishing from lakeshore]
163 – 50s [scenic of lake, with floatplane at left, people in small boat or raft at right]
164 – Rainbow & dollys, 50s [pile of fish on grass]
165 – Fish drying on rack, 50s [salmon on drying rack]
166 – [man fishing from gravel riverbank]
167 – Wally at camp fire, 50s [Wellenstein wearing cold weather gear and drinking coffee next to camp fire, rifle on ground at right]
168 – Wally & ?, 50s [Wellenstein sitting on log and drinking coffee with unidentified woman]
169 – Wally & ?, 50s [Wellenstein eating pancakes at camp site with two unidentified women]
[images .170-185 and .186-193 numbered sequentially by Wellenstein, probably representing two separate camping trips]
170 – 50s [scenic of mountains]
171 – 50s [scenic of mountains]
172 – 50s [mountain range as seen from airplane cockpit]
173 – 50s [scenic of mountains and glacier]
174 – 50s [scenic of mountains]
175 – Gullwing Stinson, 50s [Stinson Reliant airplane NC79542 on sandy ground, mountains in background]
176 – Gullwing Stinson, 50s [two men next to Stinson Reliant airplane NC79542 on sandy ground]
177 – Wally on left, Gullwing Stinson, 50s [Wellenstein and another man posed next to Stinson Reliant airplane, both holding rifles, pack on sandy ground]
178 – 50s [two men carrying backpacks walking away from camera over sandy ground near river]
179 – 50s [scenic of lake and mountains]
180 – Wally at spike camp, 50/5 [Wellenstein making coffee over camp fire next to small tent, rifle and pack at right, lake in background]
181 – 50s [scenic of mountains]
182 – 50s [scenic of river valley, partially frozen river in foreground]
183 – 50s [scenic of mountains]
184 – 50s [scenic of river valley, partially frozen river in foreground]
185 – 50s [view across wide, partially frozen river]
186 – Gullwing Stinson taking off, 50s [distant view Stinson Reliant airplane taking off from sandy river bar]
187 – Gullwing Stinson, 50s [three men standing next to Stinson Reliant airplane NC79542 on gravel beach]
188 – 50s [camp site in trees, with fire pit in center, tent at left, cardboard box at right]
189 – Wally on right, 50s [Wellenstein and another man, both smoking pipes and sitting next to camp fire in front of tent in trees]
190 – 50s [log cabin in trees]
191 – 50s [three men next to fire on gravel beach, one man splitting wood with axe, one man holding book. Cf. .187]
192 – 50s [man holding rifle posed next to seal carcass on gravel beach]
193 – 50s [two men standing on gravel beach, one man smoking cigarette, log cabin in trees at right]
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.194 – Joan, ?, Wally, Piper PA 20, Chickaloon flats, ’54 [Wellenstein and Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad sitting on ground next to airplane N7080K, unidentified man bending over]

.195 – Joan, ?, ?, Wally, Piper PA 20, Chickaloon flats, ’54 [Wellenstein and Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad sitting on ground next to airplane N7080K, unidentified men standing between them]

.196 – ?, Cliff, Joan, Wally, Piper PA 20, Chickaloon flats, ’54 [Wellenstein, Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad, and Cliff Fuglestad with unidentified man, all posing next to airplane N7080K, duck carcasses on wing]

.197 – [four men standing next to airplane NC36745, one man smoking cigarette, one man holding loaf of bread, one man holding bedroll]

.198 – ?, Joan, Cliff, Piper PA 20 N7080K on Glacier Spit, Kachemak Bay, 50s [Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad and Cliff Fuglestad posed on beach with unidentified man, airplane in background]

.199 – Wally & Cliff, Piper PA 20 N7080K on Glacier Spit, Kachemak Bay, 50s [Wellenstein and Cliff Fuglestad standing next to airplane on beach]

.200 – Piper PA 20 N7080K, Chickaloon duck flats, 50s [three men standing next to airplane, duck shack at right]

.201 – 50s [man standing next to floatplane on lakeshore, possibly dressing birds]

.202 – Stinson model 108-2, 50s [three men standing on float of airplane N9723K at dock on lake]

.203 – Northern Consolidated Airlines DC-3 at Iliamna, 50s [passengers and baggage next to airplane N95460 on gravel airstrip]

.204 – Gullwing Stinson, 50s [three people standing next to Stinson Reliant NC79542 on beach at low tide, driftwood on tide line at left]


.206 – Gullwing Stinson NC79542, 50s [three men picnicking next to airplane on tundra, packs and supplies on ground, windbreaks tied to airplane]

.207 – Wally, Piper PA 20 N7080K, 3-31-53 [Wellenstein wearing cold weather gear and smoking pipe posed next to airplane loaded with supplies including rifle bag and Campbell’s Soup carton]

.208 – Cliff, Piper PA 20 N7080K, 3-31-53 [Cliff Fuglestad posed next to airplane loaded with supplies including rifle bag and Campbell’s Soup carton]

.209 – Summit strip (Broad Pass), Piper PA 20 N7080K, 4-9-53 [view across snow to airplane with door open, photographer’s shadow in foreground]

.210 – Between Selawik & Broad Pass, 4-9-53 [aerial of landscape]

.211 – Between Selawik & Broad Pass, 4-9-53 [aerial of landscape, airplane wing and strut in foreground]

.212 – Erv Long and his Gullwing Stinson at Knik Glacier strip [man holding rifle posed with one foot up on wheel of Stinson Reliant airplane NC79542, glacier terminus in background. Cf. .205]

.213 – Erv Long and his Gullwing Stinson at Knik Glacier strip [man walking towards Stinson Reliant airplane NC79542, glacier terminus in background]
.214 – [person wearing cold weather gear posed in open door of airplane on tarmac, possibly Merrill Field]
.215 – Anchorage, 6-20-53 [low aerial of Bootlegger’s Cove neighborhood and Cook Inlet, military housing on west end of park strip at right, Point Woronzof at left, Mount Spurr and Tordrillo Mountains in distance]
.216 – Lake Hood & Spenard Lake, 50s [aerial of lakes and canal]
.217 – Joan at Moose Moore’s Anch. homestead, 52 [Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad feeding moose wearing bell at home of Mortimer Moore]
.218 – At Moose Moore’s Anch. homestead, 52 [moose wearing bell at home of Mortimer Moore]
.219 – Wally’s Anch. office, ’59 Austin Healy, 2804 W Northern Lights Blvd, ’63 [automobiles parked in front of building, sign at left for The Anteroom, sign at right for “Turnagain-By-The-Sea, Marston”]
.220 – [view across snow-covered yard in winter, picket fence casting shadows, icicles on eaves of house, Anchorage?]
.221 – Cook Inlet, Mt. Susitna sunset [scenic]
.222 – Cook Inlet, Mt. Susitna sunset [scenic]
.223 – Ship Creek sunset [scenic at mouth of Ship Creek, ship in Cook Inlet, Mount Susitna in distance]
.224 – Dan Hartley, ski patrol director, Rondy, 50s [man wearing German costume posed next to Jeep with sign for Denali Ski Patrol, spectators including men in military uniforms on sidewalk, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.225 – Anch. Ski Club, Rondy, 50s [women wearing skis and bunny ears being pulled down Fourth Avenue by automobile with banner reading in part “Snow Bonnies”, spectators in front of businesses including Royal Bar and Seeley Drugs, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous. Cf. .247]
.226 – Anch. Ski Club, Rondy, 50s [women wearing skis, some wearing bunny ears, being pulled down Fourth Avenue, spectators in front of businesses including Lois Beauty Salon, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.227 – Rondy, 50s [Fourth Avenue street scene looking west from near E Street, with snow on street and spectators in front of federal building and businesses including 4th Avenue Theatre, The Gitchell, Smart Shop, Lee’s Menswear, Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.228 – Rondy, 50s [musher leading dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, 515 Club, J. Vic Brown & Son Jewelers, Reed’s, Gilman’s Bakery, Hewitt’s Drug Store, World Championship Sled Dog Race]
.229 – Rondy, 50s [musher leading dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, 515 Club, J. Vic Brown & Son Jewelers, Reed’s, Gilman’s Bakery, Hewitt’s Drug Store, World Championship Sled Dog Race]
.230 – Rondy, 50s [Fourth Avenue street scene looking east from near E Street, spectators in front of businesses including Ship Creek Market, Dr. Hines Optometrist, 515 Club, J. Vic Brown & Son Jewelers, Reed’s, Gilman’s Bakery, Hewitt’s Drug Store, Fur Rendezvous banners over street and on lampposts]
.231 – Rondy, 50s [musher wearing bib #11 leading team down street, sidewalk in front of Lane Hotel lined with spectators, people standing on roof of building at left, World Championship Sled Dog Race]
.232 – Rondy, 50s [musher wearing bib #18 leading team off snow-covered portion of street, sidewalk in front of Lane Hotel lined with spectators, World Championship Sled Dog Race]
.233 – Rondy, 50s [musher leading dog team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Gilman’s Bakery, Lois Beauty Salon, Rexall Drugs, World Championship Sled Dog Race]
.234 – Rondy, 50s [musher wearing bib #23 leading team down Fourth Avenue past spectators and businesses including Quality Market, D & D Bar & Café, Frisco Bar & Café, McCutcheon’s Photo Supplies, The Hangar, Frontier Saloon, Union Café, Owl Liquor, World Championship Sled Dog Race]
.235 – Rondy, 50s [handlers with dog team next to truck, spectators gathered around, World Championship Sled Dog Race]
.236 – Rondy, 50s [three dogs in back of truck, World Championship Sled Dog Race]
.237 – Rondy, 50s [two dogs in harness, World Championship Sled Dog Race]
.238 – Fur Rondy, ’53 [two dogs in harness, World Championship Sled Dog Race]
.239 – Joan, Fur Rondy, ’52 [Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad hugging dog, World Championship Sled Dog Race]
.240 – Wally & a lady, Rondy 1954 [woman wearing fishnet stockings and holding parasol sitting on Wellenstein’s lap, probably Miners & Trappers Ball]
.241 – Wally & a lady, Rondy 1954 [woman wearing fishnet stockings and holding parasol sitting on Wellenstein’s lap, probably Miners & Trappers Ball]
.242 – Rondy, ’54 [woman holding parasol standing with unidentified man, probably Miners & Trappers Ball]
.243 – Rondy, ’54 [woman wearing fishnet stockings and holding parasol sitting on man’s lap, cans of Hamm’s Beer on table at left, probably Miners & Trappers Ball]
.244 – Rondy, ’54 [woman wearing fishnet stockings and holding parasol sitting with second woman wearing fishnet stockings, cans of Hamm’s Beer on table at left, probably Miners & Trappers Ball]
.245 – Rondy, ’54 [three men and woman sitting at table, one man wearing Fur Rendezvous pin, one man possibly Chinese American, cans of Hamm’s Beer and Pabst Blue Ribbon on table, probably Miners & Trappers Ball]
.246 – Rondy, ’54 [woman standing with man in costume of bonnet, brassiere, and skirt, probably Miners & Trappers Ball]
.247 – Snow bonnies, Anch. Ski Club [two women wearing pink bunny ears. Cf. .225]
.248 – [close-up of Anchorage Fur Rendezvous banner over Fourth Avenue]
.249 – [group portrait of King Island dancers wearing fancy fur parkas and standing outdoors, possibly Frank Ellanna and Ursula Ellanna on right, woman with baby carriage standing at right, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.250 – [group portrait of King Island dancers wearing fancy fur parkas and standing outdoors, possibly Frank Ellanna and Ursula Ellanna on right, woman with baby carriage standing at right, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.251 – [man carrying infant in packboard standing on Fourth Avenue, Anchorage Fur Rendezvous]
.252 – Lake George, 50s [scenic of lake and Knik Glacier]
.253 – Lake George, 50s [scenic of lake and Knik Glacier]
.254 – Lake George, 50s [terminus of Knik Glacier]
.255 – Lake George, 50s [terminus of Knik Glacier]
.256 – Lake George, 50s [terminus of Knik Glacier]
.257 – Lake George, 50s [close-up of surface of Knik Glacier]
.258 – Lake George, 50s [scenic of lake, man reclining on ground in foreground]
.259 – 119-A. Knik Glacier & Lake George, Fall. Robinson Studio [scenic]
.260 – Lake George, 50s [scenic of lake]
.261 – Lake George, 50s [man smoking pipe and carrying backpack standing at base of iceberg on lakeshore, Knik Glacier in background]
.262 – Lake George [icebergs on lakeshore]
.263 – Lake George, 50s [man carrying backpack sitting at base of iceberg on lakeshore]
.264 – Lake George [close-up of icebergs]
.265 – Lake George [man carrying backpack standing at base of iceberg on lakeshore]
.266 – Lake George [man carrying backpack sitting at base of iceberg on lakeshore]
.267 – Lake George [icebergs on lakeshore]
.268 – Lake George [icebergs on lakeshore]
.269 – Lake George [man standing at base of iceberg on lakeshore]
.270 – Wally Wellenstein, Lake George, 50s [man smoking pipe and wearing packboard sitting on rocky outcropping above lake and Knik Glacier]
.271 – Lake George [bird’s eye view of lake with icebergs]
.272 – Lake George [close-up of glacier crevasse]
.273 – Lake George [man sitting on glacier surface, ice ax in ice at left]
.274 – Seward Hwy, 50s [four women standing next to automobile stopped on Seward Highway. Cf. .280]
.275 – Sew. Hwy lok’g to 20 Mi. River, 50s [scenic view from Seward Highway to Twentymile River, two women standing in foreground]
.276 – Sterling/Seward Hwy at Tern Lake, 50s [view down curving gravel Sterling Highway to junction with Seward Highway, autumn foliage on hillside]
.277 – Turnagain Arm looking east from Hope Hwy, 50s [scenic view along shoreline]
.278 – Turnagain Arm from Hope Hwy near Sunrise, 50s [scenic view along shoreline]
.279 – Turnagain Arm from Hope Hwy near Sunrise, 50s [woman standing above shoreline]
.280 – Turnagain Arm from Hope Hwy near Sunrise, 50s [four women looking out to arm from shoreline. Cf. .274]
.281 – [group portrait of four women in .280]
.282 – [portrait of woman in .279]
.283 – Portage Glacier, 50s [scenic of glacier seen through trees, woman standing in foreground]
.284 – Portage Glacier, 50s [man and two women picnicking on shore of Portage Lake, glacier in background]
.285 – Portage Glacier, 50s [scenic of glacier and icebergs]
.286 – Portage Glacier, 50s [scenic of glacier and icebergs]
.287 – Portage Glacier, 50s [man drinking from stream in foreground, glacier in background]
.288 – Portage Glacier, 50s [three people walking along creek, glacier in background]
.289 – Portage Glacier, 50s [scenic of lake and glacier, woman sitting in foreground]
.290 – Portage Glacier, 50s [scenic of lake and glacier, woman sitting in foreground]
.291 – Joan & Wally, ’51 Pontiac, Johnson Pass [Wellenstein and Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad standing next to automobile stopped on Seward Highway near Johnson Pass]
.293 – Kenai Lake, 50s [scenic of lake and rainbow]
.294 – Kenai River? 50s [view up river to man in inflatable raft in rapids]
.295 – Kenai Lake, Trail River Campground, 50s [view across lake to men in small boat with outboard motor]
.296 – Kenai Lake, Trail River Campground, 50s [man and woman at water’s edge, man shirtless with knife in sheath on belt]
.297 – 50s [group portrait of three women and two men sitting outdoors, mountains in background]
.298 – [portrait of two women sitting outdoors, mountains in background]
.299 – [portrait of Wellenstein and two women sitting outdoors, mountains in background]
.300 – USS 2065, Kenai Lake, ’54 [cabin in trees, address U.S. Survey 2065, Cooper Landing]
.301 – Cliff & Joan, Hans Hafemeister, Kenai Lake, USS 2065, ’54 [Cliff Fuglestad, Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad, and Hafemeister standing in front of cabin]
.302 – Joan, USS 2065, Kenai Lake, ’54 [Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad using water dipper to collect water from trough diverting creek water]
.303 – [cabin in woods. Original image underexposed]
.304 – Cabin const., Kenai River, M.P. 44.5, Lt. bank, ’55 [Wellenstein standing in building frame, tents on riverbank in background]
.305 – Cabin const., Kenai River, M.P. 44.5, Lt. bank, ’55 [Wellenstein and second man sitting on top of building frame]
.306 – Cabin const., Kenai River, M.P. 44.5, Lt. bank, ’55 [cabin under construction. Original image very faded]
.307 – Cabin const., Kenai River, M.P. 44.5, Lt. bank, ’55 [Wellenstein standing next to building frame, river in background]
.308 – Hope Valley from Palmer Creek Road, 50s [scenic of Turnagain Arm]
.309 – Eklutna Lake, 50s [scenic with dirt road in foreground]
.310 – Hatcher Pass, 50s [view along slope to buildings, possibly Lucky Shot Mine]
.311 – Hatcher Pass, 50s [bird’s eye view of Independence Mine complex in Hatcher Pass, two men sitting on ridge in foreground]
.312 – Hatcher Pass, 50s [view across tundra from near Gold Cord Hill to Independence Mine complex]
.313 – Hatcher Pass, 50s [view across valley to buildings in mountainside, possibly Lucky Shot Mine]
.314 – Hatcher Pass, 50s [bird’s eye view of valley with creek, two buildings, man standing in middle ground at right, possibly Willow Creek]
.315 – Hatcher Pass, 50s [abandoned cabin or mining complex building next to small timber bridge, tailings pile on slope in background]
.316 – Hatcher Pass, 50s [woman posed with moose antlers next to sign for Little Susitna Lodge, lodge buildings in background]
.317 – [woman crouching down on tundra, holding snowball, road in background; same woman as in .316]
.318 – [woman holding camera sitting on lakeshore, trees with autumn foliage in background; same woman as in .316]
.319 – [woman sitting on lakeshore, trees with autumn foliage in background; same woman as in .316]
.320 – [woman sitting on lakeshore, trees with autumn foliage in background; same woman as in .316]
.321 – [woman sitting on bank of rocky creek, trees with autumn foliage in background; same woman as in .316]
.322 – Hatcher Pass, ’59 Austin Healy, ’63 [woman wearing sunglasses and bathing suit posed in automobile]
.323 – Hatcher Pass, ’59 Austin Healy, ’63 [woman wearing sunglasses and bathing suit posed in automobile]
.324 – Homer bank, 6-21-53 [exterior of Bank of Homer]
.325 – Looking east along Bunnell Ave., 6-21-53 [Homer street scene, with automobiles on dirt road in front of businesses including Inlet Inn, Schultz’s Market, Homer Club Café, mountains in background]
.326 – Joan, AK fresh crab plant, Homer, 6-21-53 [Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad holding large crab on dock]
.327 – Seldovia, 6-21-53 [scenic of Kachemak Bay]
.328 – Seldovia, 6-21-53 [scenic of Kachemak Bay, seagull flying past two fishing boats in foreground]
.329 – Seldovia, 6-21-53 [scenic of Kachemak Bay, fishing boat in foreground]
.330 – Seldovia, 6-21-53 [scenic of rocky shoreline, building at right]
.331 – Cliff & Joan, Seldovia, 6-21-53 [Cliff Fuglestad and Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad standing on boat ramp, waterfront buildings and piers in background, Joan holding camera case]
.332 – Seldovia, 6-21-53 [fishing boats in small boat harbor]
.333 – Seldovia, 6-21-53 [view along waterfront, with boats, buildings, and piers]
.334 – Seldovia, 6-21-53 [man walking on boardwalk past buildings]
.335 – Mt. Spurr eruption, 7-11-53 [aerial of volcano]
.336 – Mt. Spurr eruption, 7-11-53 [aerial of volcano]
.337 – Mt. Spurr eruption, 7-11-53 [aerial of volcano]
.338 – Mt. Spurr eruption, 7-11-53 [aerial of volcano]
.339 – Mt. Spurr eruption, 7-11-53 [distant view of volcano]
.340 – Mt. Spurr eruption, 7-9-53 [dark skies as seen from Anchorage]
.341 – Mt. Spurr eruption, 7-9-53 [dark skies as seen from Anchorage]
.342 – Chickaloon, 50s [scenic view across wooden Chickaloon River bridge, fireweed in foreground]
.343 – Jonesville coal mine, 50s [view down road to automobiles parked in front of Evan Jones Coal Company mining complex]
.344 – Eska coal mine [automobile parked next to buildings at mining complex]
.345 – Eska coal mine [automobile parked next to buildings at mining complex]
.346 – Healy, 50s [aerial view of Alaska Railroad yard and buildings]
.347 – Suntrana, 50s [man, possibly Wellenstein, carrying rifle standing on tundra, termination snow on mountains in distance]
.348 – Suntrana, 50s [bird’s eye view of Suntrana Mining Company building complex and Healy River]
.349 – Suntrana, 50s [aerial of landscape]
.350 – Suntrana, 50s [Wellenstein carrying rifle and backpack standing on ridge, possibly airstrip at right]
.351 – McKinley Park [five young men loading luggage onto automobile roof, Alaska Railroad boxcar at right, airplane in left background]
.352 – McKinley Park, Wonder Lake [six young men posed for photograph, possibly Wellenstein on right, Denali in background]
.353 – McKinley Park [wood trestle bridge over creek on McKinley Park Road]
.354 – Liberty Falls, Chitina, 50s [scenic of waterfall]
.355 – Liberty Falls, Chitina, 50s [man standing next to creek at base of waterfall]
.356 – Fishwheel, Copper River, Chitina, 50s [fish wheel]
.357 – Fishwheel, Copper River, Chitina, 50s [fish wheel, bridge in right background]
.358 – Fishwheel, Chitina? 50s [man working fish wheel]
.359 – Chitina, 50s [two women walking in front of abandoned Pool Room building, sign at left for Chitina Townsite]
.360 – Chitina, 50s [man and two women walking near Spooks Nook and Commercial Hotel]
.361 – Chitina, 50s [old building, wagon at left, automobile at right]
.362 – Chitina, 50s [old building, man and woman standing next to automobile at left]
.363 – Chitina, 50s [log cabin]
.364 – Chitina, 50s [abandoned cabin or hunting blind, creek in background]
.365 – Chitina, 50s [abandoned log church]
.366 – Fairbanks, 50s [Second Street scene with pedestrians and automobiles in front of businesses including Griffin’s, Model Café, Quality Liquors, Anderson’s, Mecca Bar]
.367 – Piper PA 20, Circle City, 4-9-56 [airplane on skis on airstrip in winter, metal barrels in snow, buildings in left background]
.369 – Eagle, 4/9/56 [town view from airstrip, metal barrel in foreground, windmill in center background]
.370 – Piper PA 20, Eagle, 4-9-56 [airplane on skis on airstrip in winter, metal barrels in foreground, Eagle Bluff in background]
.371 – Bethel waterfront [four airplanes on skis including Cessna 180 number N4641U on ice in winter; print date April 69]
.372 – Bethel waterfront [two airplanes on skis on ice, man fueling Samuelson Flying Service Cessna 185 number N2579Z, Cessna 185 number N9816X behind; print date April 69]
.373 – Bethel [view along waterfront in winter, pickup parked next to United Transportation Inc. building in foreground, airplanes on ice at right; print date April 69]
.374 – Old HUD housing, Bethel [row of buildings and boardwalk in winter; print date April 69]
.375 – New HUD housing, Bethel [three children standing in snow in front of building, water tank and crane at left; print date April 69]
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.376 – Adak, 50s [shoreline as seen from ship]
.377 – [shoreline as seen from ship]
.378 – [shoreline as seen from ship]
.379 – [shoreline as seen from ship]
.380 – [shoreline as seen from ship]
.381 – [shoreline as seen from ship]
.382 – [shoreline as seen from ship]
.383 – [interpretive plaque for the Adak Totem]
.384 – [Adak totem pole]
.385 – [sign for Adak National Forest, trees in background]
.386 – Wally on left, Adak, +/- ’50 [three men sitting outdoors, two wearing Navy hats, Wellenstein smoking pipe, buildings in background]
.387 – [five men standing outdoors, four in uniforms including Air Force major and two sailors, possibly Army officer]
.388 – [four men standing outdoors, including Air Force major and Navy pilot wearing life vest and flight jacket, possibly four-star officer]
.389 – [soldiers standing outside large building, possibly officers’ quarters, Adak Naval Air Facility]
.390 – [ships’ anchors chained to wall of large warehouse, possibly to strengthen walls]
.391 – [view down boardwalk past warehouse to bay]
.392 – [bird’s eye view of bay, amphibious airplane in water, Quonset huts in foreground]
.393 – Martin PBM-5? Adak Harbor [closer view of amphibious airplane in water]
.394 – [Quonset huts and other buildings along shoreline of bay]
.395 – [scenic view of shoreline and inlet, metal steps down bluff in foreground, building at waterline at right]
.396 – [possibly barracks buildings on bay]
.397 – [base buildings on bay]
.398 – [airstrip or road leading to bay, base installations visible]
.399 – [dilapidated base buildings and Quonset huts on tundra]
.400 – [scenic of bay and mountains, base buildings in middle ground]
.401 – [base buildings and Quonset huts on tundra]
.402 – [base buildings and Quonset huts on tundra]
.403 – [two engines as seen from airplane window]
.404 – [two engines as seen from airplane window]
.405 – [aerial of mountain top poking through clouds]
.406 – [aerial of erupting volcano]
.407 – [aerial of erupting volcano]
.408 – [aerial of erupting volcano]
.409 – [aerial of mountain tops poking through clouds]
.410 – [aerial of mountain tops poking through clouds]
.411 – [aerial of mountain top poking through clouds]
.412 – [aerial of mountain tops poking through clouds, airplane wing in foreground]
.413 – [scenic of Adak coastline, amphibious airplane in harbor in middle ground]
.414 – [scenic of Adak coastline, amphibious airplane in harbor in middle ground]
.415 – C-124 Globemaster, Cold Bay? +/- 1950 [airplane on airstrip, hangar in background, buildings at right]
.416 – Cape Thompson, 3-27-53 [aerial of coastline in winter]
.417 – Cape Thompson, 4-6-53 [aerial of coastline in winter]
.418 – Point Hope, 3-27-53 [distant view of village in winter]
.419 – Pt. Hope, 3-27-53 [village scene, with buildings and utility poles]
.420 – Pt. Hope house, 3-31-53 [interior with dim lighting, Campbell’s soup carton in foreground, stove in background]
.421 – Repairing tail wheel, Piper PA 20 N7080K, Pt. Hope, 4-1-53 [two men wearing cold weather gear fixing airplane, tail propped up on metal barrel]
.422 – Jimmie Killigvak, Cliff, Piper PA 20 N7080K, Pt. Hope, 4-1-53 [Killigvak and Cliff Fuglestad standing next to airplane, metal barrel tied to wing to anchor airplane, tarp draped over engine, buildings in background]
.423 – Cliff, ice pack off Pt. Hope, Piper PA 20 N7080K, 4-1-53 [Cliff Fuglestad standing next to airplane on skis]
.424 – Jimmie Killigvak, Wally, Piper PA 20 N7080K, 4-1-53 [Killigvak and Wellenstein wearing cold weather gear standing next to airplane]
.425 – Piper PA 20 N7080K, Pt. Hope, 4-2-53 [airplane on skis parked in front of building, three people walking in left background]
.426 – Kivalina, 4-3-53 [distant view of village, musher with sled and dog team in middle ground]
.427 – Sod house, Kivalina, 4-3-53 [igloo or dwelling made partially of snow, sod, and modern construction materials]
.428 – Kivalina, 4-3-53 [umiak loaded on freight sled, man standing next to dog team at left, young girl standing in center, caches and buildings in background]
.429 – Umiak, Kivalina, 4-3-53 [umiak on rack, buildings in background]
.430 – Schoolhouse, Kivalina, 4-3-53 [school building, igloo in school yard, possibly sod dwelling at left]
.431 – Wally w/ kids, Kivalina, 4-3-53 [Wellenstein posed with four young boys wearing fur-trimmed parkas, buildings in background]
.432 – Kotz., 3-26-53 [Kotzebue village scene in winter, church steeple in center background]
.433 – 62 bed hospital, Kotz., 3-26-53 [ambulance parked in front of Kotzebue hospital, man standing at left]
.434 – Cliff & Kotz. umiak, 3-26-53 [Cliff Fuglestad posed with umiak on rack, buildings in background]
.435 – Kotz. umiak, 3-26-53 [close-up view of inside of umiak from underneath rack]
.436 – Sod house, Kotz., 3-26-53 [Kotzebue dwelling]
.437 – Kotz. kids, 3-26-53 [two children wearing parkas with fur ruffs]
.438 – Kotzebue gentleman, 3-27-53 [portrait of man]
.439 – Kotz. sunset, 3-27-53 [scenic]
.440 – Executive aircraft, Continental Can Co. or CAA? Kotz., 3-30-53 [man wearing fur parka and mukluks walking near Lockheed Constellation airplane at Kotzebue airport]
.441 – Snowcat, Kotz., 3-30-53 [tracked vehicle with skis pulling sled on skis in front of building with sign “Danger High Voltage”]
.442 – Federal housing, Kotz., 3-30-53 [view down row of housing in Kotzebue, can in snow in foreground]
.443 – Federal housing, Kotz., 3-30-53 [view down row of housing in Kotzebue, man walking in foreground]
.444 – Weather station, Kotz., 3-30-53 [weather balloon aloft next to building, person running at right]
.445 – ?, Cliff, Ted Olson, H.G. Hanson Trading Post, Kotz., ’53 [Cliff Fuglestad standing with two men, all wearing fur parkas, next to building]
.446 – Cliff, Ted Olson, Wally, H.G. Hanson Trading Post, Kotz., ’53 [Cliff Fuglestad, Olson, and Wellenstein all wearing fur parkas and standing in front of building, Wellenstein smoking pipe]
.447 – Cliff fueling plane with Jimmie, Piper PA 20 N7080K, Kotz. [Cliff Fuglestad and Jimmie Killigvak fueling airplane on skis on sea ice]
.448 – 62 bed hospital, Kotzebue, 4-7-53 [distant view of Kotzebue hospital in winter]
.449 – Post office, Selawik, 4-9-53 [winter village scene, person walking past buildings, post office at right]
.450 – Cliff on Hughes airstrip, 3-23-53 [Cliff Fuglestad wearing parka and mukluks walking away from camera, row of buildings at right]
.451 – Hughes waterfront, 3-23-53 [log buildings in winter, rack at right]
.452 – Piper PA 20 N7080K, Hughes, 3-24-53 [Cliff Fuglestad heating engine of airplane parked in front of log buildings]
.453 – Piper PA 20 N7080K on strip, Hughes, 3-24-53 [man standing next to airplane on skis parked in front of post office]
.454 – Arctic sunset, 3-24-53 [scenic]
.455 – Arctic sunset, 3-24-53 [scenic]
.456 – Juneau, 50s [aerial of coastal mountains, glacier in distance, airplane wing in foreground]
.457 – [low aerial over Mendenhall River approaching Juneau airport, Mendenhall Glacier in distance]
.458 – [low aerial, possibly Auke Bay with Mendenhall Glacier in distance]
.459 – Mendenhall Glacier [low aerial with glacier in center background]
.460 – [view from Douglas Island across Gastineau Channel to A-J Mine and Juneau]
.461 – Juneau, 50s [view across water to boat harbor and buildings]
.462 – [view across Gastineau Channel to downtown Juneau and waterfront, pilings in water in foreground]
.463 – [view across Gastineau Channel to downtown Juneau and waterfront, pilings in water in foreground]
.464 – [view up hill to Governor’s Mansion, building construction site in right foreground]
.465 – [men working at building construction site with crane, pickup truck parked at right]
.466 – [Juneau street scene with automobiles outside Juneau Cold Storage, Handy-Andy, and Ice Cream]
.467 – [pickup truck parked in front of Home Hotel]
.468 – [bird’s eye view of downtown Juneau]
.469 – [bird’s eye view of waterfront and downtown Juneau, Juneau Cold Storage in left foreground]
.470 – [Juneau waterfront, with Alaska Coastal Airlines hangar, amphibious airplanes at docks]
.471 – [passengers lined up outside of Alaska Coastal Airlines terminal]
.472 – [view down dirt road to communications site, with sign on gate reading “Property U.S. Army Keep Out”, boats dry-docked in lot next to building, four antennas visible]
.473 – [automobiles parked in front of the Teen-Age Club]
.474 – [exterior of house, Juneau]
.475 – [Juneau Front Street scene, with pedestrian, automobiles, and Orme Transfer delivery truck in front of businesses including Percy’s, 20th Century Theatre]
.476 – [man smoking pipe posed on street, Juneau]
.477 – [interior of bar, with bartender serving two men sitting on stools at bar, Juneau?]
.478 – [man and woman sitting at booth inside bar or restaurant]
.479 – Valdez, ’54 [aerial of town, two ships at end of piers, glacier in background]
.480 – Glenn Hwy, MP +/- 78, 50s [scenic of river, people standing on bluff at right, Matanuska River?]
.481 – King Mtn., Glenn Hwy MP 71, 50s [man standing on shoulder of Glenn Highway, pointing to King Mountain in distance]
.482 – Glenn Hwy, MP 78.5, 50s [automobiles stopped on Glenn Highway at site of road construction or landslide, Matanuska River valley at left, steam shovel on road]
.483 – Sheep Mtn Lodge, Glenn Hwy, 50s [row of cabins at Sheep Mountain Lodge]
.484 – Lion Head, Glenn Hwy, 50s [scenic view down Glenn Highway to Lions Head]
.485 – Lion Head, Glenn Hwy, 50s [scenic view of Lions Head, fireweed in foreground]
.486 – Tazlina Glacier, Glenn Hwy, 50s [distant view of glacier]
.487 – Tazlina Glac. Lodge, Glenn Hwy, 50s [two log cabins in foreground, glacier in background, Tazlina Glacier Lodge, milepost 156 Glenn Highway]
.488 – Tazlina Glac. Lodge, Glenn Hwy, 50s [two log cabins in foreground, glacier in background, Tazlina Glacier Lodge, milepost 156 Glenn Highway]
.489 – Tazlina Glac. Lodge, Glenn Hwy, 50s [two log cabins in trees, automobiles parked in foreground, Tazlina Glacier Lodge, milepost 156 Glenn Highway]
.490 – Gulkana Roadhouse, Tok Cutoff, 50s [view down gravel driveway to Santa Claus Lodge, later called the Gulkana Roadhouse]
.491 – Matanuska Glacier, Glenn Hwy, 50s [scenic of glacier as seen from highway]
.492 – Mat-Su Glacier, 50s [scenic of Matanuska Glacier]
.493 – Mat-Su Glacier, 50s [scenic of Matanuska Glacier]
.494 – Matanuska Riv., 50s [scenic of Matanuska River near glacier]
.495 – Mat-Su Glacier, 50s [scenic of Matanuska Glacier terminus]
.496 – Mat-Su Glacier, 50s [close-up of ice surface, Matanuska Glacier]
.497 – Mat-Su Glacier, 50s [scenic of Matanuska Glacier]
.498 – Mat-Su River tram, 50s [two men on small tram crossing Matanuska River]
.499 – Mat-Su Glacier, 50s [group of hikers on Matanuska Glacier]
.500 – Mat-Su Glacier, 50s [photographer with camera on Matanuska Glacier]
.501 – Wally, Mat-Su Glacier, 50s [Wellenstein smoking pipe on Matanuska Glacier]
.502 – Wally, Mat-Su Glacier, 50s [Wellenstein on Matanuska Glacier]
.503 – Mat-Su Glacier, 50s [group of hikers at Matanuska Glacier terminus]
.504 – Long Lake, Glenn Hwy, 50s [Wellenstein standing on ridge above lake]
.505 – Keystone Canyon, Richardson Hwy, 50s [scenic of waterfall]
.506 – Horsetail Falls, Richardson Hwy, 50s [woman standing at base of waterfall]
.507 – Worthington Glacier, Richardson Hwy, 50s [two women standing at glacier terminus]
.508 – Worthington Glacier, Richardson Hwy, 50s [scenic]
.509 – Paxton, Richardson Hwy, 50s [exterior of original Paxson Lodge, moose antlers mounted over doorway, bottles of alcohol visible through window]
.510 – Paxton, Richardson Hwy, 50s [automobiles parked in front of Paxson Lodge]
.511 – Fishing lodge, Summit Lake, Richardson Hwy, 50s [view through trees to building on lakeshore, with floatplane and boats at dock]
.512 – Summit Lake, Richardson Hwy, 50s [scenic]
.514 – Summit Lake, Richardson Hwy, 50s [view across unpaved highway to lake, automobiles parked in left background]
.515 – Sourdough Lodge, Richardson Hwy, 50s [three men outside roadhouse]
.516-601 numbered in sequence as Alcan trip; not all from Alaska Highway locations
.516 – Up Alcan w/ Joan, August ’51 [highway wye, sign in foreground listing Glacier National Park entrances]
.517 – [scenic of lake and mountains]
.518 – [scenic of lake and mountains]
.519 – [scenic of mountains, cabin or visitor center at right]
.520 – [scenic of lake and mountains]
.521 – John, Lila & Joan Wellenstein [scenic of mountains, Wellensteins standing in foreground with backs to camera]
.522 – Joan Wellenstein [Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad posed with sign advertising Logan Pass Naturalist Service]
.523 – [scenic of mountains]
.524 – [scenic of mountains]
.525 – [scenic of mountains]
.526 – Joan Wellenstein [Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad posed in field of flowers overlooking mountain valley]
.527 – Joan Wellenstein [Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad posed with international boundary marked, grain elevator in background]
.528 – [Kiwanis International marker at Alberta-Montana border]
.529 – [young girl wearing eyeglasses, headscarf and apron, possibly Amish]
.530 – [scenic of lake and mountains]
.531 – [scenic of mountains]
532 – Joan, John, & Lila Wellenstein [three people posed in front of Banff National Park entrance building, Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad holding camera]
533 – [bird’s eye view of Banff Avenue]
534 – [exterior of Banff National Park headquarters, automobiles parked in foreground]
535 – Joan, Lila & John [Wellensteins posed in garden]
536 – [fish in shallow stream]
537 – John & Lila [Wellensteins standing next to automobiles parked in front of Hudson’s Bay Company store, Banff]
538 – [automobiles parked in front of Unwin’s Hardware, Banff]
539 – [automobiles parked in front of Cascade Hotel, Banff]
540 – Joan & Mountie [Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad posed with Royal Canadian Mounted Policeman]
541 – [exterior of Banff Lodge]
542 – John & Lila [Banff Lodge in distance, Wellensteins with backs to camera in foreground]
543 – [view down ski lift in summer]
544 – [ski lift in summer]
545 – [ski lift in summer, debris in foreground]
546 – [bird’s eye view of valley, possibly from tram]
547 – [scenic of Castle Mountain, with sign reading ‘Mount Eisenhower’ in foreground]
548 – [scenic of lake and mountains]
549 – [three women in canoe on Lake Louise]
550 – [three women in canoe, Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise in background]
551 – [three women in canoe, Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise in background]
552 – [Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise as seen from lake]
553 – [guests on hotel patio at Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise, lake in background]
554 – [guests in swimming pool, Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise]
555 – [two women wearing bathing suits sunning themselves next to pool, two men looking on, Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise]
556 – Lila, John & Joan [Wellensteins standing next to poppy garden, Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise]
557 – [tour buses and automobiles stopped for black bears on road, one man taking photograph with camera, bus at right from Rocky Mountain Tours Co.]
558 – [view across grass to automobile parked in front of building, possibly school]
559 – Wally & Joan [Wellenstein and Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad posed with Alaska Highway Milepost 0 marker, Dawson Creek]
560 – Peace River [Peace River Bridge]
561 – [antique equipment in yard, sign identifying it as a Washington press, a type of hand printing press]
562 – DC-4 stop at Fort Nelson, B.C., 4/28/49 [men in military uniforms deplaning from Military Air Transport Service airplane]
563 – Fort Nelson [man in military uniform walking away from Royal Canadian Air Force airplane refueling on tarmac]
564 – Ft. Nelson, B.C., Canada, 4/28/49 [street scene, provincial flag flying at right, man in military uniform standing at left]
.566 – Summit Lake, B.C., MP 392 [scenic, woman walking at right]
.567 – Toad River? [Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad standing on riverbank, unpaved Alaska Highway at left]
.568 – [view across bridge at Contact Creek, interpretive sign at left, automobile approaching in background]
.569 – Wally & Joan [Wellenstein and Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad posed at Sign Post Forest, Watson Lake]
.570 – Teslin [view down gravel road and across Nisutlin Bay Bridge on Teslin Lake]
.571 – Joan & Wally’s Pontiac [Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad walking towards automobile parked in front of roadhouse, sign for Tavern above door]
.572 – [aerial of road through wet landscape]
.573 – [aerial of river and highway river crossing]
.574 – [aerial of airstrip in wet landscape]
.575 – Alcan Hwy, B.C., Canada, 4/28/49 [aerial of Alaska Highway]
.576 – Whitehorse [street scene, with Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad standing next to automobile on dirt road in foreground]
.577 – [fish and fishing rod on grass]
.578 – Whitehorse [automobiles parked next to log roadhouse with sign for “Boats Guides Dining Room Tavern”]
.579 – [view overlooking valley, possibly warehouse in foreground, railroad yards in middle ground, possibly military installation in distance]
.580 – [White Pass & Yukon Route depot, close-up of sign with mileages to destinations]

B4
.581 – Joan at Whitehorse bus depot [B.Y.N. Bus Lines depot, Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad standing next to sign with schedules and destinations]
.582 – [Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad sitting in antique White Pass & Yukon Route mail wagon outside depot]
.583 – Whitehorse waterfront, Yukon River [paddle steamers in dry dock on left bank]
.584 – [Wellenstein posed next to sign reading “Visit Juneau, Capital of Alaska, heart of the Tongass National Forest [… ] 159 miles by road to Haines, 65 miles by plane or car ferry to Juneau”]
.585 – [scenic of lake and mountains]
.586 – [scenic of lake and mountains]
.587 – [Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad with fishing pole leaning against tree stump on lakeshore]
.588 – [scenic of mountains]
.589 – [Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad with fishing pole leaning against tree stump on lakeshore]
.590 – [view across road to barracks-style buildings, Quonset hut at right]
.591 – Kluane Lake [scenic]
.592 – Kluane Lake [fishing rod and net propped against tree stump in foreground, lake in background]
.593 – Burwash Landing [Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad standing next to automobile parked in front of log buildings at Our Lady of the Holy Rosary Catholic Church]
.594 – Burwash Landing store/café [log building with signs for Meals and Coca-Cola]
.595 – Joan w/ puppies, Burwash Landing [Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad holding camera, bending down to puppy dog, young man with tub of soapy water washing dogs]
.596 – Beaver Creek [Joan Wellenstein Fuglestad standing next to automobile in line at U.S. Customs on Alaska-Canada border]
.597 – Black Rapids Glacier [view across gravel Richardson Highway to glacier in distance, sign in left foreground reads “One Lane Traffic”]
.598 – Black Rapids [scenic of gravel riverbed of Delta River, gravel Richardson Highway at right]
.599 – Rainbow Mt. near Black Rapids [scenic view down gravel Richardson Highway, tripods paralleling road at right]
.600 – [scenic view down gravel highway to mountains]
.601 – Mt. Sanford [scenic]
.602 – Dawson, 4-8-56 [Yukon Hotel]
.603 – Dawson, 4-8-56 [exterior of house in winter, two ladders extending to roof for snow removal]
.604 – [Dawson town scene in winter, view across open area with war memorial and cannons to buildings in background]
.605 – [exterior of house with picket fence in winter]
.606 – [exterior of Old Territorial Administration Building, later the Dawson City Museum]
.607 – [exterior of St. Andrew’s Church, Dawson]
.608 – [exterior of house in winter]
.609 – [exterior of two-story building with porches]
.610 – Dawson City, 4-8-56 [exterior of large building]
.611 – [exterior of St. Paul’s Anglican Church, Dawson]
.612 – [exterior of Strait’s Second Hand Store, “Guns & Ammo” building]
.613 – [close-up of interior of diorama or doll house]
.614 – [close-up of interior of diorama or doll house]
.615 – [close-up of interior of diorama or doll house]
.616 – [paintings hanging on wall, possibly Dawson City Museum]
.617 – Dawson, 4-8-56 [paintings hanging on wall, possibly Dawson City Museum]
.618 – [Dawson street scene in winter]
.619 – [exterior of log church with bell tower in winter]
.620 – NOAA triangulation station, 50s [Wellenstein holding rifle standing underneath survey marker consisting of tripod and red and white cloth sails, two backpacks on tundra at left]
.621 – Kodiak? 50s [fishing boat Adalee at warehouse dock, man standing on dock, breakwater at left, large buildings on hillside in background]
.622 – [woman standing next to antique steam pumper fire engine]
.623 – [family picnicking in yard, child’s high chair at left]
.624 – 50s [view across tundra to building complex with multiple poles at right, other buildings at left, mountains in background]
.625 – 50s [view along riverbank and through trees to fishing lodge or roadhouse on gravelly creek]
.626 – 50s [people walking across single-span steel trestle bridge over river]
.627 – 50s [log building with sign for U.S. Post Office, steel tower at left, tall spruce trees in background]
.628 – [low dam on river, buildings in distance at left, mountains in background]
.629 – [Joan Wellenstrand Fuglestad wearing rain gear, using camera to take photograph, standing on rocky shoreline]
.630 – [museum display with wolf hunting diorama, case with sports equipment in background]
.631 – [man looking at museum display with wolf hunting diorama, case with sports equipment in background]
.632 – Black lab puppy “Jay I” [dog portrait]
.633 – ’52 [dog chained to tree in wooded area]
.634 – ’52 [bird on gravel highway shoulder]
.635 – ’52 [several moose feeding in wetland, mountains in background]
.636 – ’52 [moose feeding in wetland, mountains in background]
.637 – ’52 [several moose feeding in wetland, mountains in background]
.638 – ’52 [three brown speckled eggs in nest in grasses]
.639 – ’52 [beaver feeding on grass shoots next to beaver lodge]
.640 – Wrangell Mts., 50s [scenic of lake and mountains, one woman in foreground holding camera and taking photograph of second woman]
.641 – Mt. Wrangell, 50s [scenic of river and mountain, fireweed in foreground]
.642 – [scenic of lake and mountains with autumn foliage]
.643 – [scenic of small waterfall]
.644 – [scenic of river valley and mountains]
.645 – [aerial of coastal mountains]
.646 – [scenic of sunset over lake]
.647 – AK Range, north side, 3-23-53 [aerial of mountains]
.648 – 50s [scenic of high rolling tundra]
.649 – [scenic of lake and mountains]
.650 – [scenic of mountains, yellow highway guardrail visible at right]
.651 – [aerial of glacier and valley]
.652 – [scenic view down road in autumn, automobile parked in middle ground, mountains in distance]
.653 – [scenic of alpenglow on mountains at sunset, two women standing in foreground]
.654 – [scenic of clouds at sunset or storm front]
.655 – 50s [scenic of mountains]
.656 – [scenic of lake and mountains]
.657 – [scenic of lake and mountains]
.658 – [log cabin on dirt road through wooded area]
.659 – [scenic view down unpaved highway to mountains]
.660 – [scenic of lake and mountain with termination dust]
.661 – [scenic of lake and mountain with termination dust]
.662 – Road trip, 50s [scenic of mountains]
.663 – Mt. Sanford? Road trip, 50s [scenic of mountains]
.664 – Mt. Sanford? Road trip, 50s [scenic of mountains]
.665 – Mt. Sanford? Road trip, 50s [scenic of mountains and river, fireweed in foreground]
.666 – Road trip, 50s [scenic of mountains]
.667 – Road trip, 50s [scenic of mountains and glacier]
.668 – Glenn Hwy? 50s [scenic of rocky creek and autumn foliage]
.669 – [aerial of mountains and glacier]
.670 – Columbia Glacier [aerial]
.671 – Columbia Glacier [aerial]
.672 – Endless [artistic image of driftwood]
.673 – Cook Inlet, Mt. Iliamna, 50s [scenic with driftwood in foreground]
.674 – [artistic image of driftwood]
.675 – [artistic image of driftwood]
.676 – [artistic image of driftwood]
.677 – [artistic image of driftwood]
.678 – [artistic image of driftwood]
.679 – [artistic image of driftwood]
.680 – [woman sitting on pile of lumber at right, metal frame of hangar or other large building under construction at left]
.681 – [artistic image of hoarfrost on fence]
.682 – [artistic image of snow on roof eave]
.683 – [artistic image of snow on roof eave]
.684 – [artistic image of lumber on building frame]
.685 – [artistic image of building frame]
.686 – [artistic image of blocks or bricks]
.687 – [artistic close-up of stone]
.688 – [artistic image of vehicle tracks in snow]
.689 – Alaskan photography by Everett J. Wilde, Tetlin [Alaska Native family eating meal inside canvas tent, woman with chin tattooing sitting next to cups, plates, cans, and food on board, people sitting on mattress in back]
.690 – Alaskan photography by Everett J. Wilde, Tetlin [Alaska Native hunter wearing white parka pulling black kayak on sled across sea ice]

Print photographs
.691 – Chuck Hightower, early 50’s, Fur Rendezvous [man skiing on Fourth Avenue, spectators lining sidewalk in front of businesses including Reed’s, 515 Club, Gilman’s Bakery]
.692 – Fur Rendezvous ski parade, Dan Hartley, head of Ski Patrol and president of Anchorage Ski Club, early 50’s [three people skiing on Fourth Avenue, spectators lining sidewalk in front of Reed’s, J. Vic Brown & Son Jewelers and Victory Cocktail Lounge]
.693 – Downtown Ski Bowl, ski jump competition, Fur Rendezvous, early 50’s [spectators watching skier on C Street ski jump]
.694 – Ski races, Arctic Valley, during Fur Rendezvous, early 50’s [distant view of skiers on slalom course]
.695 – Father Bartholomew, Catholic Church, Ft. Richardson, gave the blessing of the skis, opening of season, early 50’s [priest on skis standing next to rope tow]
.696 – Gary King, ski instructor; Ray Zernia and Eddie Gendzwell, onlookers [man on skis talking to group of people next to Anchorage Ski Club lodge at Arctic Valley]
.697 – [Gary King talking to woman on skis, five men looking on]
.698 – [Gary King posed with group of people next to lodge]
.699 – Gary King, ski instructor [man talking to two women next to lodge]
.700 – Gary King, ski instructor [man talking to two women next to lodge]
.701 – [view past Anchorage Ski Club lodge to slope at Arctic Valley]
.702 – 1957 lodge [Anchorage Ski Club lodge at Arctic Valley, painting of dog team and sled on side of building with face cutouts for photograph poses]
.703 – 1957 new biffy [outhouse at Arctic Valley in summer]
.705 – [house in winter, tree branches heavy with snow leaning on power lines at right]
.706 – [icicles on eaves of long, low building, snowy trees in foreground. Cf. .707]
.707 – [church in winter, icicles on eaves]
.708 – [distant view of students playing in field next to school in winter]
.709 – Wally Wellenstein, “Spider”, Jack Baker, Norm Pichler, Dick Henderson. 1955 ASC Benefit Ball at the Elk’s Club, to fund outhouses at Arctic Valley. Some “do gooders” were concerned about the ski area polluting the City’s drinking watershed. Party had skits (above) and strip tease auction. Polkas and shottishes got so rambunctious that the building started shaking. Asked to tone it down. Per Jack Baker, Nov. 25, 2013 [Wellenstein and three other men acting out skit, drum kit and other musical instruments on stage, Anchorage Ski Club logo on stage curtain]
.710 – Rusty’s Lagoon [five men loading into two skiffs. Photocopy or digital print]
.711 – Rusty’s Lagoon [five men on beach next to two skiffs. Photocopy or digital print]

**Ephemera**

- “Arctic trophy. Forget the rules when you hunt polar bears!” *Alaskan reporter*, May 1953. Details polar bear hunt by Cliff Fuglestad, Wally Wellenstein, and Jimmy Killegvuk in Point Hope. Cf. images .126 et seq.]
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